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The official graphic novel tie-in to the hit SyFy television series revealing the untold origin 
stories of the main characters .

Based on the bestselling books and tying into the hit television series, The Expanse: Origins 
reveals the untold genesis of the crew members of The Rocinante. As interplanetary 
tensions reach an all-time high, The Rocinante crew finds themselves at the center of a 
conflict that threatens to destroy all of human civilization. But before they were heroes, 
each member of the crew faced moments that would define them and bring them one 
step closer to the ship they now call home. 
 
 Featuring stories by author James S.A. Corey, written by Hallie Lambert and Georgia Lee 
and illustrated by Huang Danlan, this graphic novel explores the history of each character 
and what led them to The Canterbury, making it a must-read for fans.

Other Books
Genesis, Science, and the Beginning, Christian apologist Ben Smith believes that the 
creation account in Genesis 1 can be read literally and historically as a real week of seven 
normal days without contradicting modern astronomy and geology regarding the age of 
the universe and Earth. Many Christians are divided over how to reconcile Genesis with 
modern science, and this book evaluates all of the major options, ultimately concluding 
that the Bible allows for an old universe and Earth in a way that is also scientifically 
accurate. A former Young Earth creationist, Smith now believes that the age of creation is 
not specified in the Bible, and therefore scientists are free to answer the question. He 
believes that Christians should not hide from the controversy over the age of the Earth, but 
should take a fresh look at the text and be impressed with its accuracy.
�����. 20And God said, “Let the waters abound-with abundant-varieties of living 
creatures, and let fliers fly above the land across ... 21And God created the great sea-
animals and  every living creature  that moves of which the waters abounded ..."
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